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“Anjan” is a lake in northern Sweden.

THE ANJAN and extended vestibule, Anjan GT mod-

els were designed specifically as super light tents for 

mobile adventures in warmer and snow-free condi-

tions and mostly protected terrain. And while they 

are indeed very light, they also have unexpected 

strength. During development, we set up the Anjan 

in our “wind machine” (a converted snow making 

blower), and left it for 6 to 8 hours in very strong 

winds. The Anjan stood strong with no problem. 

Ideal for 3 season backpacking trips and sum-

mer bicycle tours, the Anjan models are also an 

excellent choice for hunters on scouting trips or on 

early season, minimalist hunts. For warm weather 

comfort seekers, the Anjan 2 and 3 are so light that 

they can easily be used as palace-sized solo tents. 

Even the Anjan 2 GT makes a surprisingly light – yet 

huge – solo shelter for those who hold spaciousness 

in the highest regard!

J  Kerlon 1000 outer tent fabric and 9 mm poles make for 
a supremely lightweight tent that is still quite strong.

J  3 season design: ventilation is built into the construc-
tion, and the inner tent mesh areas have no backing 
fabric panels. 

J  Tunnel construction offers maximum space to weight 
ratio and is the ideal choice for mobile journeys. 

J  Both the Anjan and Anjan GT have a good amount 
of room for the stated number of occupants and 
their gear.

J  Linked but separable inner and outer tent for simul-
taneous pitching.

J  Tunnel construction requires only four pegs for pitch-
ing, and the lightweight pole system combines 9 mm 
poles with Lock Tip ball ends, open ended pole sleeves, 
and an innovative grommeted webbing tab with an 
adjustable tensioner.

J  A single entrance and vestibule afford easy access 
and plenty of storage space, but keep the weight very 
low. The Anjan GT’s extended vestibule provides even 
more storage space.

J  An optional footprint covers only the inner tent area 
and not the vestibule. It connects directly to the tent, 
and can be left attached during pitching.

J  The inner tents in the Anjan models can be replaced 
with the Anjan Mesh Inner tents (sold separately; 
see page 76).

J  The outer and inner tents can be used separately. 
Pitching the inner tent alone requires moving the de-
tachable pole holders from the outer to the inner tent.

Anjan & Anjan GT Details
The entire rear wall can be rolled up to expose the inner tent’s large mesh 
vent for added air flow on hot days.

The entire front of the GT vestibule can 
be rolled up.

High bathtub floor 
keeps out ground water.

Looped guy lines affixed to twin attach ments on each side of 
each pole increase stability in poor conditions.

2 Integrated stowage 
pockets.

ANJAN GT 
VESTIBULE

The Netherland’s Op Pad named the Anjan 
3 GT the winner in test of seven lightweight 
tunnel tents, concluding that it “has a num-
ber of strengths: weight, ease of use, space 
and quality.”

In a test of tunnel tents, Austria’s Land der 
Berge awarded the Anjan 3 GT 1st place – Top 
Tipp – saying, “The Anjan 3 GT is equipped with 
so many well thought out details that its top 
prize status cannot be denied.”

USA’s Fish Alaska magazine declared the Anjan 
3 GT their Editors’ Choice, saying “the Anjan 
3 GT is a lightweight tent perfect for staying 
mobile while hopping from stream to stream as 
you chase the fish during the Alaska summer.”

Extended vestibule on the GT version allows for 
greater storage space and flexibility.

Inner tent doors are nearly all mesh, 
providing constant air flow.

Anjan 3 & Anjan 3 GT
105 cm

41 in   

80 cm
31 in

Anjan 2 & Anjan 2 GT
100 cm

39 in   

80 cm
31 in

inner tent height at 
front & rear

OutdoorGearLab reviewed 24 backpacking 
tents, and named the Anjan Editors’ Choice: 
“An all-star choice among our testers…If we 
were to have a single tent for all three-season 
trips…the Anjan would be it.”

Colors:
green or red

F 2 & 3 person

F  Ideal tents for mobile jour-

neys in warmer conditions 

where the lowest weight is 

the highest priority.

 1.6 kg/3 lbs 8 oz

 1.8 kg/4 lbs

100 cm/39 in

 2.8 m 2/30.1 ft 2

 1.3 m 2

 14 ft 2

 Kerlon 1000

 1 x 305, 1 x 260 cm

 1 x 120.1, 1 x 102.4 in

 12 Tri-Pegs

 1.9 kg/4 lbs 3 oz

 2.1 kg/4 lbs 10 oz

 100 cm/39 in

 2.8 m 2/30.1 ft 2

 2.4 m 2 

 25.8 ft 2 

 Kerlon 1000

 1 x 305, 2 x 260 cm

 1 x 120.1, 2 x 102.4 in

 16 Tri-Pegs

 1.8 kg/4 lbs

 2.0 kg/4 lbs 7 oz

105 cm/41 in

 3.4 m 2/36.6 ft 2

 1.4 m 2

 15.1 ft 2

 Kerlon 1000

 1 x 328, 1 x 285 cm

 1 x 129.1, 1 x 112.2 in

 12 Tri-Pegs

 2.1 kg/4 lbs 10 oz

 2.4 kg/5 lbs 5 oz

  105 cm/41 in

 3.4 m 2/36.6 ft 2

 2.8 m 2 

 30.1 ft 2 

 Kerlon 1000

 1 x 328, 2 x 285 cm

 1 x 129.1, 2 x 112.2 in

 16 Tri-Pegs

Minimum Weight

Packed Weight

Inner Height

Inner Tent Area

Vestibule Area

Outer tent fabric

Poles (9 mm)

Pegs

Every Hilleberg tent comes with outer tent, inner tent, guy lines with line runners, poles, pegs, stuff bags for tent, poles and pegs, spare pole section, 
repair sleeve and instructions.

“Minimum Weight” refers to the outer and inner tents and the poles only. “Packed Weight” includes all items that come with the tent.

All product features and measurement values, including tent weight and pole length, may vary somewhat from what is shown in our catalog, other 
printed items, and on our web site. Such differences can occur because of alterations in the design and production process and/or natural variations 
in the materials. Fabric dyes have natural variations, so the actual tent color may look slightly different from what is pictured here or on our website.

Anjan & Anjan GT awards
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Finland’s Retki magazine declared the 
Anjan Test Winner, noting that it was 
the lightest and had the best ventila-
tion in the test.

Opdag Verden, the Danish magazine 
of outdoor life and adventure, gave 
the Anjan 5 out of 5 stars – their 
top rating – saying “This tent is just 
fantastic.”

USA’s American Alpine Institute has given 
its coveted Guides Choice Award to five 
Hilleberg models, including the Anjan, 
declaring, “They are perfection in design.” 

USA’s Trail Runner magazine awarded the 
Anjan Editors’ Choice for Fastpacking, com-
menting, “you may never need another tent.”

Bob Weston and his daughter are planning to hike the 782 km (486 mile) Colorado Trail, most of which is above 3000 m (10,000 ft), and which passes through eight mountain ranges and six 
wilderness areas in Colorado, USA. Here, they are out with their Anjan on one of their final preparatory treks, in the Sky District of Canyonlands National Park, Utah, USA. Photo: Bob Weston.




